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As Paul Laurence Dunbar wrote in one of my favorite poems:

We wear the mask that grins and lies,
It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes,
This debt we pay to human guile’
With torn and bleeding hearts we smile…

“We Wear The Mask” captures the reality of most people, especially those of us who have
experienced oppression, alienation and separation. Who among us has not had cause
to wear a mask – to at some point conceal our thoughts, mute our voices or temper our
actions? While it’s appropriate for us to be sensitive to our environment, we suffer when
we repeatedly deny our truths and forfeit our authenticity. Survival, circumstance and
fear might compel us to accommodate, but over time we often come to identify with our
pretense, mistaking the mask for our true face.
Shedding the false selves that imprison us in painful dynamics is central to our wellbeing. We can do this by asking, “What habitual ways of thinking, speaking and acting
drain us of our energy and power?” “What patterns do we need to confront and
ultimately transform so that our true selves can emerge?” Answering these questions
honestly helps us to identify our masks. By naming and claiming them, we move our
distress out of the shadows to the forefront of our awareness. We can then gain even
deeper understanding by exploring the wounds that lie at the center of our distress and
asking, “What am I covering up that wants to be revealed and more fully expressed?”

Liberated Living
INSIGHTS FROM
OUR FOUNDER
Spring and summer are finally here, surrounding us with new life that is fresh, vibrant
and hopeful! Everything seems to be in full bloom and is flaunting its radiance. For
the flowers and trees, this is not a time for subdued responses to life’s provocations, but
rather an opportunity for glorious celebrations of their multicolored truths. Would that
we humans could follow nature’s unabashed example and reveal with both pride and
pleasure the essence of ourselves. Unfortunately, our masks get in the way.
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When I asked and answered these questions, I was enlightened by what I uncovered. I
had spent years playing the role of “Elastigirl” – the one who stretches herself thin to
support and rescue others. I donned Elastigirl’s mask early in life in response to a parent’s
addiction. I later came to live in the mask, wearing it almost daily in my interactions with
others. While I was born with a helping spirit, chronically overextending myself made me
tired and resentful. It also robbed others of the chance to do their work and grow.
In this new season and stage of life, I’m learning that I don’t have to trade service for love
and approval. I’m also coming to accept that there are others who will support me if I ask
for their help. Removing my mask has made it possible for me to experience these truths.
May your efforts to live authentically be so handsomely rewarded.

Rebeccah Bennett
Founder
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WELCOME TO
INPOWER INSTITUTE
We are delighted that you found us – we’ve been waiting for you! Your interests in healing
and well-being have brought you to our community of healers, sages, seekers, teachers,
change agents, activists, spirit workers, earth allies, artists, revolutionaries and blooming
humans. Together, we work to advance wholeness and well-being for ourselves and
our peoples.
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While we follow many practices and paths, we are united by a shared purpose – to
unleash the power within ourselves so that we and others heal from life’s traumas;
activate our untapped potential; and cultivate the capacities needed to create a more
just and vibrant world. As part of our work, we co-create community healing spaces that:

Tend to both
the core and the
conditions of our
peoples

Lovingly bear
witness to our truths

Affirm our power
and sufficiency
under all
circumstances

Inspire and
encourage our most
authentic selfexpressions

Provide platforms
for us to exercise
our purpose and our
power

Challenge beliefs,
structures and
systems that
endanger our lives

Bring us into right
relationship with
ourselves and others

Seed the
healed future
for succeeding
generations

Our reach is global, extending to all who endeavor to positively transform themselves and
the human condition. Yet our roots are deeply embedded in the fertile ground of African
diaspora families and cultures; black womanhood and sisterhood; ancestor reverence;
indigenous wisdom traditions; liberation theology; and movements for LGBTQIA rights
and racial, social and economic justice. Anchored by our roots, we call upon our courage,
passions, resources, connections, skills and wisdom to help turn life’s messes into
medicines that are not only capable of healing us, but also our communities.
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MEET THE TEAM
Rebeccah Bennett

Founder & Principal
Rebeccah Bennett, InPower Institute’s founder and root teacher,
is a highly-regarded community healer, spiritual director and life
coach. Her mission is to help people manifest the highest and best
within themselves and create communities that sustain the best in
us all. For more than 20 years, she has inspired, coached, trained and
helped tens of thousands of people and hundreds of organizations,
always working to elevate human consciousness and conditions.

Lisa Pettis

PhD, Child Well-Being Advocate
Dr. Lisa M. Pettis is a Renaissance woman whose many gifts and
talents span from the pulpit to parenting. At InPower, she works to
transform systems, structures and behaviors that oppress children.
She leads programs that advance the liberation of young people so
they can live happy, healthy lives free from violence.

Cheeraz Gormon
April Warren-Grice

PhD, Director
Dr. April Warren-Grice leads program design, development, and
coordination at InPower. A highly-regarded research-practitioner
and educational equity visionary, Dr. April believes wellness is
social justice and takes a holistic approach to the development of
the mind, body, and spirit.

Lorren Z. Buck

MDiv., Director, Operations and Administration & Pastoral Fellow
With a background in ministry, sexual education and nonprofit management, Lorren Buck brings a wealth of talents
to the InPower team. She co-leads the Institute’s spiritual
growth and discovery programming, offering workshops on
spirituality, sexuality and gender. She also serves as the Director
of Operations and Administration where she manages the
Institute’s systems and infrastructure.

ēNiCōL

Holistic Fitness & Wellness Fellow
A master fitness trainer and practitioner of holistic wellness,
ēNiCōL shares with InPower her keen passion for healthy living.
For her, passion is purpose and includes co-creating healing
spaces for marginalized populations, artistic expression and
cooperative community development.

Storytelling Fellow
Cheeraz Gormon has over 15-years of experience crafting
compelling and culturally relevant stories that resonate with
people in meaningful and impactful ways. As a visual storyteller,
poet, author, award winning advertising copywriter, and two-time
TEDxGatewayArch speaker, Cheeraz brings a wealth of expertise
to InPower. She uses the spoken and written word to give voice
and visibility to the untold truths of individuals, organizations and
communities.

Jessireé Jenkins

Community Engagement Strategist
Jessireè Jenkins supports InPower in maintaining meaningful
connections with its community members. Her background
as a library professional and her interests in technology, civic
engagement, social justice and self-care make her a perfect fit for
the bold work of the Institute.

Amanda Tello

Cultural Decolonist Fellow
Amanda Tello is an indigenous Latinx activist, community organizer
and InPower’s Cultural Decolonist Fellow. Her activism is intersectional,
focusing on the liberation of brown and black gente. She is a mother,
a minimalist and a builder of intentional community. At InPower,
Amanda examines how the choices we make enable us to be the
principal agents in our liberation. She also explores how letting go can
create freedom and allows us to be our most authentic selves.

Brittíni Gray
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Healing Justice Fellow & Artist-in-Residence
Black freedom at any cost is a deep commitment Brittíni lives as a
master strategist who creatively works to heal communities from
trauma. A poet, healer and organizer, Brittíni has always worked at
the intersections of art, healing, spirituality and justice. Beautifully
blended, these passions are her life’s work.
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MONTHLY OVERVIEW
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Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
White Awake Caucus Group
In Plain Sight: Sex Trafficking in St.
Louis, Mental Health First Aid Adult
Training

12 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul
13 Gahhhhhhh! What the Cellulite?!
14 Power of the Pen
15 Flower Boi Support
18 Creative Retreats
19 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A
Salon for the Young Soul, Henna and
Ancient Symbols
23 Meditation Practice Gathering
25 Kinky Kickback
26 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Lewa Farabale – A
Womanist Gathering
28 Power of the Pen
29 Great Cosmic Mother – Sexual &
Spiritual Liberation Of Women
Study Group
30 Meditation Practice Gathering, We
Out! A Travel Addict’s Course to
Get You Started On Your Journey

*Please check www.InPowerInstitute.com for
cancellations, additions or reschedules.
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Minimalism: Living Intentionally +
Free

1
4

2

Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
White Awake Caucus Group
Meditation Practice Gathering
Mental Health First Aid Adult
Training
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Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
9 Power of the Pen
10 Lavender Nights - Lewa Farable
11 Meditation Practice Gathering
13 In Plain Sight: Sex Trafficking in
St. Louis
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14 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul
17 Privatization of Land and Body,
Flower Boi Support
18 Meditation Practice Gathering
20 Creative Retreats
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3
6
8
9

10
11
12
13
15

Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Mental Health First Aid
Adult Training
Knots. Tensions. Stress. OH MY!
Power of the Pen
Lavender Nights - Lewa Farable
Meditation Practice Gathering
Creative Retreats

16 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
19 Flower Boi Support
20 Meditation Practice Gathering
22 Mama + Me
23 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul
25 Power of the Pen
26 Great Cosmic Mother – Sexual &
Spiritual Liberation Of Women
Study Group
27 Meditation Practice Gathering
30 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Lewa Farabale – A
Womanist Gathering

White Awake Caucus Group
Meditation Practice Gathering

21 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
23 Power of the Pen
24 Mozella’s Kitchen. Black Educators
Matter, Great Cosmic Mother –
Sexual & Spiritual Liberation Of
Women
25 Meditation Practice Gathering
26 Healing Retreat: Love Yourself
27 Mama + Me, Healing Retreat: Love
Yourself, Neuraplasticity: Healing
the Brain Holistically
28 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Lewa Farabale – A
Womanist Gathering
SPIRITUAL GROWTH & DISCOVERY
HOLISTIC HEALTH & HEALING

1
3

Meditation Practice Gathering
Black Womxn Playwright Workshop

Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
5 White Awake Caucus Group
8 Meditation Practice Gathering
9 Press & Be Blessed
10 Black Womxn Playwright Workshop

13
14
15
17

Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul
Power of the Pen
Lavender Nights - Lewa Farable
Meditation Practice Gathering
Creative Retreats, Black Womxn
Playwright Workshop

18 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon for
the Soul, Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Young Soul
21 Flower Boi Support
22 Meditation Practice Gathering
24 Black Womxn Playwright Workshop
25 Uprise Yoga, Spirit Rising: A Salon
for the Soul, Lewa Farabale – A
Womanist Gathering
27 Power of the Pen
28 Great Cosmic Mother – Sexual &
Spiritual Liberation Of Women
29 Meditation Practice Gathering
30 Black Womxn Playwright Workshop

ABUNDANT LIVING
HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIPS

CULTURAL ARTS & EXPRESSION
COMMUNITY & JUSTICE

SPIRITUAL GROWTH
& DISCOVERY
EXPLORE
THE
SACRED

The mysteries of the divine call us into the deepest waters of
human consciousness. Spiritual Growth & Discovery answers this
call by helping us explore what is most sacred to us individually
and collectively. This exploration expands our understanding of
ourselves, invites us to see beyond life’s appearances and reinforces
our connection to Life Source. We grow as a result, experiencing
greater meaning in our lives and a deepened appreciation of life’s
many gifts and wonders.

EMBRACE
WHOLENESS
& RENEWAL

Many of the conditions of life can leave us hurting, fractured
and fragmented. Through Holistic Health & Healing we are
supported in embracing and ultimately expressing wholeness
and renewal. These states of being are our birthrights, but
often go unclaimed in the face of compounded distresses,
which contaminate the sweet waters of life with dis-ease. We
can, however, learn to realign to our core. It nourishes us by
calling forth vital life force energy that helps to restore our
bodies, minds and souls.

FEELING AT HOME IN THE WILD

UNQUALIFIED YASSSS!

Some people think of the wild as dangerous because of its unpredictability. It also
lacks industrialized amenities. I like to think of the wild as untamed. It pushes us to be
creative and resourceful. Darkness cannot be confronted with a flick of a switch – you
must gather the wood and spark the light. And, there’s no porcelain commode that
conveniently discards waste with the push of a lever – you’ve got to dig a hole and squat.

I invite you along a journey to redefine
fitness. Take a few deep breaths and, as you
release, imagine “fitness” as a passionate
threesome of your mind, body and soul,
where you playfully explore your zenith of
potential as a limitlessly fluid being.

BY LORREN Z. BUCK, M.DIV.

In astrology, I am a Leo and often a lion is used to depict the nature of this zodiac sign. A
lion in the zoo moves quite differently than one in its natural habitat. They are both fierce
and powerful, but one is tamed. The tamed lioness is taught how to restrain herself to
appear less threatening. If she does what is commanded by the trainer, she is rewarded.
Food, water, shelter, exercise and even interaction are controlled by zookeepers. I
too once lived a tamed life. I was tamed by my middle-class upbringing where I had
sufficient material accommodations. In my youth, I was taught how to moderate my
blackness and my femaleness so that others would be comfortable.
A lioness in her natural habitat has no comprehension of minimizing her voice in the
presence of others. She isn’t restricted in her movement. She fully embraces herself and
her roar is a praise to both the creator and herself. God has taken this lioness and set her
loose to be sustained by nature, not a trainer. In this environment, her instincts are sharp
and she unapologetically embodies her power.
Adjusting to the wild after being tamed has not been an easy feat. I’m no less grateful.
God imbedded within me the desire to express myself differently, as a pastor, and is
birthing through me a call that I never could have imagined. There’s so much to explore
and, with each moment, I am embracing it more and more. The wild is no longer a
dangerous place for me – it is my home.
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HOLISTIC HEALTH
& HEALING

BY ēNiCōL

Now, empower yourself with another
deep breath. This time before you release,
pause and recognize this moment as a
foundational step forward to your saying
“YASSSS!”
YASSSS to EVERY CELL in your body!
YASSSS to MOVEMENT!
YASSSS to DANCE!
YASSSS to the ALIGNMENT
of your chakras and your spine!
YASSSS to the VIBRANCY
and hydrated elasticity of your skin!
YASSSS to RECLAIMING your body!
YASSSS to YOU!
And now, EXHALE, confirming that with

this unconditional yes your very cells will not
simply ensure that you live, but instead that you
absolutely THRIVE. Ase!
Having an “unqualified yes” or YASSSS! with
regard to holistic health and wellness is all about
allowing yourself the freedom to love your
whole self beyond the limitations of our socially
constructed frames. These frames so often leave
us with a crooked, distorted view of what we’re
capable of achieving in wellness.
And so, I invite you to BREATHE beyond where
anyone has told you that you can exist. I invite
you to have fun with your threesome – get
CREATIVE! Thrive in each day asking and
exploring answers to this question, “How can I
make fitness fun?” Then, whatever you come up
with, affirm yourself and your experience with an
ecstatic YASSSS!
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ABUNDANT
LIVING
EXPERIENCE
LIFE’S
BOUNTY

There are sufficient resources all around to aid us along life’s
journey. We are best able to experience this bounty when we
are open and expectant of its flow. Abundant Living is our most
authentic state of being, but often feels elusive because of the
deprivations and hardships many of us have known. The good
news is that underneath our seemingly ever-present scarcity lies
an overflow that is not only capable of meeting all of our needs,
but can also fully resource our purpose, dreams and longings.

ENJOY THE PROCESS! ENJOY LIFE!
BY DR. LISA M. PETTIS, PHD

“Enjoy the Process!” I heard InPower Institute Director, Dr. April, say during a Spirit Rising
session. She had no clue that God had vividly spoken these same words to me years
prior, in 2014. She reminded us that so often we are trying to get things “done” instead of
enjoying the process and enjoying life. This was an important message for me and one
that I have struggled to master.
By the end of 2018 I was on my journey, finishing one more milestone and waiting for joy
to follow. While I thought that I would be getting a job after graduation, it didn’t happen.
Instead, I was back in school and wondering why I was still not enjoying the process – not
enjoying my life.
During a spiritual reflection with Lorren Buck, I expressed that I was tired of constantly
fighting for life’s bounties, opportunities and fulfillments. She affirmed that sometimes
we do have to fight. And then she asked sweetly, “What happens when you stop
fighting?”
I thought about Lorren’s question and realized that there were times when I stopped
struggling and witnessed great things come forth in my life. So, maybe there was
something to not “fighting” all the time. This is, of course, easier said than done.
My understanding finally began to deepen during a visit with my sister over Christmas
break. Instead of striving for a specific outcome, I decided to just be fully present. We
spent time cooking and cleaning together, shopping, attending plays, watching movies
with my nephew, singing a duet in church, and even climbing to the top of Red Rocks
Mountain together! We had a ball! Finally, I’m learning to take time to enjoy the process
and to enjoy my life!
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HARMONIOUS
RELATIONSHIPS
NUTURE
GOOD
LOVE

We human beings live in relationship from our first breath to
our last. It’s our interdependence that funds our personal and
collective existence. Our most meaningful relationships not only
shape us, they also inform our world views and reality as we know
it. The growth edge for many of us is to be in right relationship
with one another so that we bring love and truth into all of our
connections. This is how we create Harmonious Relationships
and come to experience our highest and best selves.

THE ENERGY YOU GIVE IS WHAT YOU RECEIVE
(AN EXCERPT FROM DANCING WITH DEMENTIA)
BY DR. APRIL WARREN-GRICE AND TERESA WARREN-GARDNER

As of late, I’ve noticed that my mom likes to keep her right arm at a 90 degree
angle, whether it’s when we’re taking a walk or while I’m helping her bathe. At
times, I tell her to relax and straighten her arm so that it can just hang by her side.
She does not fully understand this and I usually try to pull it down. This pull, while
not hurtful, is often met with resistance and just doesn’t work. Even when I do
manage to get her arm straight, she pulls it right back up.
One day, I tried a different method. I placed my right hand on her wrist and my
left hand on the upper part of her arm and I relaxed. Miraculously, I could feel the
tension leave her body and she slowly began to let her arm hang in a more natural
position. This experience was eye opening for me. It revealed much about the
dynamics of life.
The resistance I felt when trying to pull my mom’s arm down was a reflection of the
energy I was giving off. When I showed up with a warm, relaxing energy, she was
able to do the same. This was much easier than trying to pull her arm down to get
her to relax! In hindsight, my pulling must have felt so jarring for her. It’s wild how
easy it is to forget that how we show up is usually what we will get in return. When I
am relaxed, she is relaxed.
How are you showing up on a daily basis for yourself and others?
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CULTURAL ARTS
& EXPRESSION
PROCLAIM
THE JOY
OF BEING

Past, present and future converge through Cultural Arts &
Expression. The cultural practices of our ancestors serve as the
roots of our present-day creations. Likewise, the truths of our
young ones stretch our imaginations, inviting us to engage
the world more dynamically and authentically. These life
forces come together within us, causing us to experience and
express life in its fullness through music, movement, artistry,
story, prayer and other forms of cultural magic. It’s in giving
ourselves to this magic that we ignite the real joys of being.

COMMUNITY
& JUSTICE
CO-CREATE
A BETTER
WORLD

Living only to advance our personal well-being misses a
fundamental truth – that while we are distinct, none of
us are separate. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. captured this
understanding beautifully when he wrote in his Letter from
Birmingham Jail, “We are caught in an inescapable network of
mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects
one directly, affects all indirectly.” We live, love and languish
together. And because of this truth, we work to co-create
a better world where Community & Justice are inextricably
intertwined. This is the promise of Beloved Community and we
fully commit ourselves to its fulfillment.

“CANCEL CULTURE,” CANCELLED?
BY BRITTINI “REE BELLE” GRAY

THE POWER OF SAYING ‘YES’ TO THE EXPERIENCES OF BLACK WOMXN
BY CHEERAZ GORMON

The source material we call “daily life” is full of parables, psalms, and allegories that have the
ability to loosen mental, emotional and spiritual chains. As Black women, we are alive with
histories, jokes, and life lessons. Monologues sparked by living slide from our lips in improv
fashion during conversation.
Our very imaginations create characters so tangible that many of us assign these fictitious
beings meaning in our lives or model ourselves after them. From the fierce groundedness of
Nana Peazant in “Daughter of the Dust,” to Celie, Shug and Miss Sophia leaping from the page
to the stage in “The Color Purple,” to the dynamism exhibited in the cast of shows like “Living
Single” and “Girlfriends,” we know that our stories are powerful. Our lived experiences hold
great value. Our voices deserve to be uplifted not just as sassy sidekicks, keep-it-real homegirls,
or enforcing matriarchal figures. We have the right to show up in books, screens, and stages as
whole people.
As Black women, to author our own narratives, folklore, and accounts of history is to stare
disparity squarely in the eyes. When we take up the pen, keyboard, camera, or director’s chair,
we proclaim that we are here, and that we will craft ourselves for ourselves.
In creating the “Black Womxn Playwright Workshop,” playwright Mariah Richardson and I
co-facilitate a space for the authentic voices and experiences of Black women like ourselves to
stay intact and be wholly heard.
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At the forefront of today’s movements for social
justice, you will find black women. It doesn’t
matter the issue because our unique experience
at the intersection of oppressed identities makes
us primed for frontline action. In the midst of
this activity, we are creating cultural norms and
behaviors that help shape and define our time.
An emerging and increasingly solidifying
practice is “cancel culture” in which we jump to
socially shame and discard people who make
mistakes, hold opinions that oppose the majority,
and who commit injuries with intent. I interpret
this as an insidious response to harm where,
instead of seeking to create a world in which
we are healed and well enough to hold people
accountable within relationship, we opt to give
up on them, casting them into the margins of
our justified lives.
For the sake of community and justice, we
must recover the abundant space for grace,
understanding and love to be the forces that
drive our proclivity for accountability and
reconciliation. Yes, those who have committed
harm must also put in real work to repair and
atone for their behavior. But, if we toss everyone
who crosses our moral line out like trash, who
then are we really saving, besides ourselves?
This may seem to be a harsh critique. After all,
black women who are at the head of “cancel
culture” have also been most impacted by
the societal harms of patriarchy, misogynoir

and sexism; racism and white supremacy;
capitalism and classism; exploitation etc.
Black women have never had our issues truly
addressed by others and have been told
instead to give in for the “greater good.” And
we’ve done just that, curating and crafting
spaces for healing, putting in the work to teach
anti-racism in diversity trainings and anywhere
we can, and attempting to shift narratives and
expand worldviews so that others can learn
about the impacts of racism on us all. We
continue to bear the burden.
Saving ourselves and enforcing our boundaries
are worthy and honorable endeavors. However,
as a womanist, I know that I must not abandon
the whole. I believe that our well-being is only
complete when all are well. Therefore, we must
cancel “cancel culture.” Yet, to do so, the load
that black women carry must be shared! Black
men must become more vigilant in creating
spaces of healing and accountability for
themselves. And white men and women must
begin to confront each other, to understand
what it means to be accomplices, not just
“allies.”
If anything is getting “cancelled,” let it not be
those who also need healing. Let us instead
“cancel” the prevailing culture of leaving
black women to fend for ourselves while still
expecting us to save the world.
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH & DISCOVERY

EVENTS
CREATIVE RETREATS

Creative Retreats are forums where your mind, body and spirit align to your life’s purpose. Each session has
an intentional theme that corresponds to one of the seven chakra energy centers. Participants will engage
in physical practices, nutritional and group activities that connect people to one another. What arises is a
communal energy that will help you transform your dreams into reality!
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Kira Van Niel
3rd Saturdays - May 18, June 15, July 20 & August 17
11:00 am - 3:00 pm
$10 and Vegetarian potluck style lunch
All are welcome.
Email: kiravanniel@gmail.com. Must RSVP!

GREAT COSMIC MOTHER – A SEXUAL & SPIRITUAL LIBERATION OF WOMEN STUDY GROUP

Join us for this intensive study of The Great Cosmic Mother: Rediscovering The Religion Of The Earth.
Participants in this book club will explore the presence of the Goddess throughout time and around the world.
As part of our study, we will reflect on the religious, cultural and archaeological sources that reveal the feminine
underpinnings of humanity’s heritage. We will also challenge conventional narratives about the role and place
of women, especially women of color, and work together to co-create practices that support our sexual and
spiritual liberation. There are no fees to join, but participants are asked to bring drinks and snacks to share.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Rebeccah Bennett and Lorren Z. Buck
Wednesdays - May 29, June 26, July 24 and August 28
5:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Free
Anyone who identifies as a woman.
Email: info@inpowerinstitute.com

HEALING RETREAT: LOVE YOURSELF

Too often we spend so much time helping and caring for everybody else in our lives that we forget to take time
to love on ourselves! That time is now! Two sisters are coming together to offer the space and time for you to
focus on loving YOU! We will have a meet and greet on Friday night with snacks and soft music. On Saturday,
we will begin with light exercise and meditation, and then move into workshops on dance, praise and worship,
and self-love. The day will culminate with a healing ceremony that includes song and dance, candle lighting,
anointing oils, and whatever participants would like to offer. During the retreat, there will also be spaces
available for private meditation if/when you need to take some solo time. A light breakfast and lunch will be
provided for all participants. Please let us know of any food allergies or restrictions when you RSVP.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Min. Alexis Tardy and Dr. Lisa M. Pettis
Friday, July 26 and Saturday, July 27
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm (Friday), 11:00 am - 4:00 pm (Saturday)
$15.00
Women
Email: lpettis@emergingwisdomllc.com. Must RSVP!

LAVENDER NIGHTS - LEWA FARABLE

Alice Walker explains “womanist is to feminist as purple is to lavender.” Mindful to begin where women are,
Lewa Farable offers Lavender Nights as a space and time to deepen our analysis and understanding of what it
means to be a womanist. Becoming a womanist (purple) takes time, dedication, and growth, and we seek to
foster that through sacred community space. Join us as we talk back around the experiences that have colored
our lives and devise ways to support other women along the journey.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:
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Lorren Z. Buck and Brittini Gray
2nd Wednesdays - June 12, July 10 and August 14
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm Cocktail Hour, 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm Sister Circle
Donations appreciated! Bring your favorite spirit or wine.
Women of Color
Drop in.

LEWA FARABALE – A WOMANIST GATHERING

This Womanist Gathering exists to create worship experiences that address social justice issues through
womanist preaching and action. Womanist preaching is rooted in the African American female experience of
seeking liberation, healing and restorative justice in the Bible. Our summer series will explore the theme: “The
Gospel According to Black Women” by reconstructing a spiritual and moral ethic that is aligned with the sacred
essence within black women.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Dietra Baker, Lorren Z. Buck, Brittini Gray
Last Sundays - May 26, June 30, July 28 and August 25
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
Women of Color
Drop in.

MEDITATION PRACTICE GATHERING

On our spiritual journey, a community of regular practice is a major key. This weekly meditation gathering will
offer just that. Each week will center on a guided meditation practice, teaching and mindful sharing sourced
from a diversity of lineages. All journeyers on the path of spiritual awakening are fully welcomed here. This
ongoing practice group will be led by Carolyn Griffeth and Jo Shin Pang. Jo is a practicing Buddhist and
certified Mindfulness meditation teacher through the guidance of Jack Kornfield and Tara Brach. Carolyn
Griffeth serves as a spiritual director, healer and teacher sourcing from Christian, Buddhist and Earth based
spiritual traditions.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Carolyn Griffeth and Jo Shin Pang
Every Thursday from May 23 to August 29
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Sliding scale $0 - $20.00 per session
All are welcome.
www.culturewise.co/events

SPIRIT RISING: A SALON FOR THE SOUL

Join us weekly for Spirit Rising – a gathering where life’s travelers meet up to share their
discoveries, insights and yearnings. This salon is a rest stop, offering a departure from our focus
on the management of life to attend more fully to the meaning of life. It is also a workshop where
participants engage in rigorous soul searching around life’s most pressing questions and issues.
Some of our salon topics have included: encounters with God, our greatest life lessons, courage,
magic, spiritual miscarriage, good grief and the art of letting go.
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Every Sunday
11:00 am -12:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Drop in.

1ST SUNDAYS:
2ND SUNDAYS:
3RD SUNDAYS:
4TH SUNDAYS:
5TH SUNDAYS:

Rebeccah Bennett
Carolyn Griffeth
Lorren Z. Buck
Eurania Jackson
Mary Elizabeth Grimes

YOUTH SPIRIT RISING: A SALON FOR THE YOUNG SOUL

What’s new at InPower Institute – Youth Spirit Rising: A Salon for the Young Soul! While you join us for Spirit
Rising to attend to your soul, we have prepared discussion topics and activities for your school age children
(nieces, nephews, grandchildren or neighbor’s children). We will help guide them on their souls’ journeys with
discussions on loving themselves, being good friends, dealing with anger and topics of their choosing. Our
time together will include drawing, writing, crafts, games and other fun activities. Light snacks will be provided.
Please let us know of any food allergies in advance by emailing lpettis@emergingwisdomllc.com. We can’t wait
to see your young ones and support them in their spiritual development!
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Courtney Brown and Dr. Lisa M. Pettis
1st and 3rd Sundays – May 5 & 19, June 2 & 16, July 7 & 21 and August 4 & 18
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Drop in.
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BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SPIRITUAL CARE

InPower Institute has a spiritual care team that compassionately provides supportive and crisis care
and co-creates sacred practices for healing and transformation. Team members honor individual belief
systems and cultural traditions when extending support to those in need. This contemplative-based
care helps people to discover their inner resources for well-being and wholeness. As spiritual care allies,
we serve people facing life challenges, such as unexpected hardships, life-limiting illness, bereavement
and loss. We greet people with compassion, mindful awareness and authentic presence. Whatever the
circumstances, we recognize the communal nature of life’s journey and endeavor to provide care and
support. Please contact Pastoral Fellow Lorren Z. Buck at lzakiya@emergingwisdomllc.com to request
support.
PRACTITIONERS:
InPower Institute’s Spiritual Care Team
COST:
Donations appreciated!
PARTICIPANTS:
All are welcome.
SET APPOINTMENT:
Email: lzakiya@emergingwisdomllc.co

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION: COMPANIONSHIP FOR THE SOUL’S JOURNEY

“Carolyn holds the hand of your Soul allowing it to go just where it needs to go.” This is how one client
recently described my work. Struck by her words, I asked: “How do I do such?” She responded, “By
using everything you’ve learned holding the hand of your own soul through so much fire!” Her words
describe my work well. It is an honor to hold space for you as you tune towards Soul. Sometimes the
first voice of Soul is grief. Always, there is a longing to transcend the smallness of limiting beliefs and
oppressive conditioning to open to wider dimensions of faith and life! My tools are passionate prayer,
body centered listening, cultivating consciousness, dream work, emotional release work, oppression
awareness, grief work, and healing ceremony. Either one-on-one or in small groups, it is my pleasure to
help you grow your spiritual wings.
PRACTITIONER:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
SET APPOINTMENT:

Carolyn Griffeth
$50 an hour/ negotiable. First consultation is free.
All are welcome.
Email: cdgriffeth@yahoo.com

HOLISTIC HEALTH & HEALING

EVENTS

GAAAHHHH! WHAT THE CELLULITE?!

Join ēNiCōL (Coach E.) in this REAL TALK session on cellulite - that unwanted, hard-to-evict guest on your
thighs and assets. We will cover common food, drink, and habit triggers as well as some proven fitness solutions
to get that sh!t out of your life. Following this free introductory workshop, attendees will have the opportunity
to sign up for a new fat-burner workout series offered by Coach E. Please note that this is a body-loving and
NOT a body-shaming space. Those who are interested in toning and shaping while further developing a loving,
healthy relationship with their body in a fun environment should attend.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

ēNiCōL
Monday, May 13
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Drop in.

KNOTS. TENSION. STRESS. OH MY!

InPower Institute’s ēNiCōL (Coach E.) invites you along a journey to release any tension that you’re holding
in your body. In this holistic fitness workshop, we will explore common barriers to stress relief and tips for
establishing boundaries for those barriers. As a workshop attendee, you are encouraged to dress comfortably,
as you will gain pleasant exposure to various Self Myofascial Release (SMR) tools and techniques. As we each
deepen our relationship with our individual mind-body connections, our goal for community wellness is to set
our collective intention on releasing what no longer serves us, healing the internal and external relationships
that do, and building our capacity to experience love so that we all may THRIVE! Ase!
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SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

ēNiCōL
Monday, June 10
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Email: e.nicol@effectiveholisticfitness.com

MAMA + ME

Mama+Me is a fun, creative fitness class for busy mamas (including biological mothers, TT’s, Grandma’s and
mentors) and their kiddos. Many of us can find ourselves so busy that it’s hard to cut out special time for our
own health and wellness, which is often due to the fact that we have little ones by our side tugging on us for our
attention. In this class, we will learn and share ways of making fitness fun and effective for us, while also keeping
it fun and engaging for our youth - without either generation needing to sacrifice much in between! This class
series is facilitated by InPower Institute’s Holistic Fitness and Wellness Fellow and Founder of Effective Holistic
Fitness, ēNiCōL (NASM Certified Personal Trainer and Fitness Nutrition Specialist) and their life partner, Jaqui
Rogers, Founder of MAMA2MAMA, LLC.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

ēNiCōL and Jaqui Rogers
Saturdays, June 22 & July 27
10:00 am - 11:00 am
Spread the Word + Donations and Good Vibes
Busy mamas (including biological mothers, TTs, Grandmas, and mentors) and their kiddos
Email: e.nicol@effectiveholisticfitness.com

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID – ADULT TRAINING (DAY-LONG SESSION)

Mental Health First Aid® is an 8-hour course that teaches participants how to help someone who is developing
a mental health problem or experiencing a mental health crisis. The training helps participants identify,
understand, and respond to signs of mental illness and substance use disorders. In order to receive certification,
participants must complete the full 8 hours of training.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Cheeraz Gormon
Saturday, May 11
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
$35.00 breakfast and lunch included
Participants must be over 18-years old, maximum of 25 people.
siblingsupportnetwork.org go to Workshops link

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID – ADULT TRAINING (2-DAY SESSION)

Mental Health First Aid® is an Mental Health First Aid® is an 8-hour course that teaches participants how to
help someone who is developing a mental health problem or experiencing a mental health crisis. The training
helps participants identify, understand, and respond to signs of mental illness and substance use disorders. In
order to receive certification, participants must complete the full 8 hours of training.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Cheeraz Gormon
June 8 & 9
9:00 am - 1:00 pm on both days
$45.00 breakfast and lunch included
Participants must be over 18 years old, maximum of 25 people.
siblingsupportnetwork.org go to Workshops link

NEUROPLASTICITY: HEALING THE BRAIN HOLISTICALLY

Join Dr. Jamila Owens-Todd, ND of The Meridian Institute for Naturopathic Therapies to learn about ways to
regenerate the brain naturally. Participants will discuss how to increase cognitive, mental and emotional
balance, using naturopathic medicine. All are welcome!
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Jamila Owens-Todd
Saturday, July 27
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
$20.00
All are welcome.
rootberryleaf.com/shop/neuroplasticity-naturopathic-brain-regeneration
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UPRISE! YOGA

UpRise! Yoga is a healing space for those in need of relief from toxic stress, oppressive dynamics and hostile
environments. These life affirming classes cultivate flexibility of mind, body and spirit, helping to transform
outworn ways of being. They beautifully blend meditation, deep breathing, yoga and inspirational wisdom to
create a full-bodied experience of relaxation and renewal.
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Every Sunday
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Drop in.

1ST SUNDAYS:
2ND SUNDAYS:
3RD SUNDAYS:
4TH SUNDAYS:
5TH SUNDAYS:

Karen Taylor-Liggins
Karen Banks
Carolyn Ford
Carolyn Ford
Rebeccah Bennett

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

BELL INNER WELL COUNSELING

Help is available now. You have the capacity to make decisions about your life that will lead to healthy,
long-term solutions to challenges. Know that making changes in life, working through emotional
difficulties, developing new patterns and gaining insights require more than wishing. Therapy
involves a commitment on your part in terms of time, money and energy. Working as a team with a
trusted professional often leads to better relationships, solutions to specific problems, and significant
reductions in feelings of distress and limitation. I specialize in trauma healing, depression, anxiety,
couples counseling and grief and loss. Some of my core values include courage, compassion,
spirituality, honesty, love and social justice. I am currently accepting new clients.
PRACTITIONER:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
SET APPOINTMENT:

Velma Bell
$95 for 55-minute session
All are welcome.
bellinnerwellcounseling.com or 314-308-0627

HEALING TOUCH

Healing Touch is an energy therapy in which practitioners consciously use their hands in a heartcentered and intentional way to facilitate physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health. Healing
Touch uses light touch to influence the human energy system, specifically the energy field that
surrounds the body. The goal of Healing Touch is to restore harmonies in the energy system, placing
you in a position to self-heal.
PRACTITIONER:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
SET APPOINTMENT:

Eileen Wolfington
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
314-724-8576 or SelfCareWithEileen@gmail.com

ABUNDANT LIVING

EVENTS

MINIMALISM: LIVING INTENTIONALLY + FREE

Minimalism is an intentional and simple way of living that is conscious of our consumerism and impact on
systems of change. In this workshop, we will explore how living intentionally can manifest itself in our lives.
Together, we will learn how this type of lifestyle can enable us to walk in our purpose and free ourselves from
bondage. We will identify our values, set goals, and begin creating space for our best selves.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:
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Amanda Tello
Saturday, June 1
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
$10 - $25 sliding scale
Anyone who identifies as a woman.
Email: l.tello.amanda@gmail.com

WE OUT! A TRAVEL ADDICT’S COURSE TO GET YOU STARTED ON YOUR JOURNEY

Do you enjoy traveling or want to start traveling more, but feel like you don’t have the time, proper resources,
or know how to do so on a budget you can afford? Join me for this travel course as we talk about the basics for
opening up your world to the travel you want to experience. Weekend getaway on the fly? A week overseas? An
extended stay somewhere new? Solo travel? With a companion or small group? Let’s talk about and cover the
essentials for getting you on your way!
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Brittíni “Ree Belle” Gray
Thursday, May 30
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Donations Appreciated!
All are welcome.
Email: brittinig2@gmail.com

HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIPS

EVENTS

FLOWER BOI SUPPORT

Flower Boi is a peer support group for masculine-centered people of color including, but not limited
to, masculine of center women; cisgender men; and gender non-conforming, boi, trans masculine and
androgynous people. We unlearn toxic masculinity in order to uplift and empower each other as well as to
better love and support the femmes in our lives. We meet and host vulnerable, brave conversations on topics of
interest including accountability, #MeToo and much more. For more information, like & follow us on Facebook:
@flowerboisupport and on instagram: @flowerboistl.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Charles Buchanan & Jae Shepherd
Every Third Wednesday – May 15, June 19, July 17, August 21
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Free
People of color
Drop in.

KINK KICKBACK

More than a get-together but less than a party, this is an interactive introduction to kink play. Sit in on a
sensation play session with HonestlyNae and learn the tools and techniques that will stimulate your Kink
creativity. This demonstration and class will guide the novice into the realm of kink and inspire the experienced
to take their play to new heights. Impact play and electro play will be demonstrated, but bring kinky questions
and your impact toys if you have them. Please let me know if you need anything from me. I’m excited to meet
and work with you.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Shanae Adams
Saturday, May 25
9:00 pm - 11:00 pm
$25 for singles and $40 for couples
All genders and orientations are welcome.
Kinkykickbackstl.eventbrite.com

PRESS AND BE BLESSED

If you’re anything like Jessireè, you’ve done your fair share of dating. You may have even been your own version
of the infamous Nola Darling. Now, suddenly, you’re in a full-blown relationship and having to adjust. Like you,
Jessireè has found herself having to say “no” more than she’d care to admit to men who just refuse to believe
she’s “off the market.” Join her in a group discussion on transitioning from a starting lineup to a one-star player.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Jessireè Jenkins
Friday, August 9
7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
eventbrite.com/e/press-and-be-blessed-tickets-59306847377
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BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PARENT / CAREGIVER / TEACHER CONSULTATIONS

What do you do with that “difficult” child when you just can’t get her or him to sit down, be quiet, and
get their schoolwork done? Dr. Pettis gets it! Once, when substituting at a local middle school after
giving students their assignment, a student shouted at her, “You’re not my mother!” She knelt in front
of the student and let him know gently that she understood. After further discussion and providing
him with paper and a pencil, he finally agreed to do his work. When Dr. Pettis had relatives visiting for
a couple weeks in the summer, one of her nephews was known for having temper tantrums. After two
weeks of working with him, she helped him learn to express himself without falling out. These are just a
few examples of her work with children inside and outside of her home. Let her help you & your family!
For more information or to schedule a consultation, contact Dr. Lisa M. Pettis, PhD, M.Div.
PRACTITIONER:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
SET APPOINTMENT:

Dr. Lisa M. Pettis
$25 - $50 sliding scale
All are welcome.
Email: lpettis@emergingwisdomllc.com or call 314-402-7297

CULTURAL ARTS & EXPRESSION

EVENTS

BLACK WOMXN PLAYWRIGHT WORKSHOP

Black Womxn Playwright Workshop is a 6-week intensive program for playwrights of all skill levels. This
workshop is designed for participants to create a work that will culminate in a reading before a live audience.
Capacity is limited to 6 womxn. Participants are required to bring their work to each class.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Cheeraz Gormon and Mariah Richardson
Saturdays – August 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 and September 7
2:30 pm - 5:00 pm
$25 per session or $150 for all 6-weeks
Workshop is limited to 6 participants who identify as Black Womxn.
Email: bwpwstl@gmail.com registration opens June 1, 2019

HENNA AND ANCIENT SYMBOLS

Join us for a lesson on henna and a brief history of how the practice / art form began. Participants will learn
about tribal and indigenous symbols used in body art. They will also get to creatively adorn themselves and/or
be adorned by St. Louis native and creative Ori Tala.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Ori Tala
Sunday, May 19
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
$15
All are welcome.
eventbrite.com/myevent?eid=59360945185

POWER OF THE PEN

Calling all budding, aspiring and veteran memoirists. Need a little push, support, or camaraderie to write? Come
to our bi-monthly writing circle. We will check in, meditate, listen to each other, and most importantly, provide a
space and time to write away from outside distraction. Bring your paper, pen, laptop, drink, food, etc. Come and
fellowship in a writing collective!
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:
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Sweet-T and Zenique Gardner Perry
2nd and 4th Tuesdays – May 14 & 28, June 11 & 25, July 9 & 23 & August 13 & 27
6:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Donations appreciated!
Focus is on memoir writing. However, all writers are welcome.
Drop in.

COMMUNITY & JUSTICE

EVENTS

IN PLAIN SIGHT: SEX TRAFFICKING IN ST. LOUIS

In Plain Sight: Sex Trafficking in St. Louis is a new series and direct response to a slew of social media posts from
people around St. Louis who shared unsettling stories of being approached and nearly taken by traffickers in
plain sight at places that we all visit. Join us to discuss the current state of Sex Trafficking in St. Louis and how
we can rise up together to strengthen our defense against this heinous trade that has settled comfortably in
our back and front yards. We will hear testimonials from survivors of sex trafficking; discuss current legislation
that is either helping or hurting our fight against this industry; and develop our skills around safety planning
and more. This will be a potluck style community gathering so please bring a dish if you can.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

ēNiCōL
Saturdays – May 11 & July 13
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Potluck
All are welcome.
Drop in.

MOZELLA’S KITCHEN: BLACK EDUCATORS MATTER

Black educators are often extremely stressed in environments where they have to advocate alone for
Black and Brown students. This presentation describes the challenges and complexities faced as they help
students of color find academic successes. Come hear what Dr. Warren-Grice has learned in her research on
Black educators; share your stories; and explore how we can navigate and negotiate these spaces to create
something different in the upcoming school years. Like Kendrick Lamar said, “We gon be alright.”
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Dr. April Warren-Grice
Wednesday, July 24
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Donations appreciated!
Black educators (traditional and nontraditional)
EventBrite: blackeducatorsmatterstl.eventbrite.com

PRIVATIZATION OF LAND AND BODY

This offering will explore the ways in which colonization and imperialism have been used to privatize land and
ultimately bodies of color. We will discuss constructed concepts such as borders, and citizenship and the ways
in which they have been used to determine which bodies can and cannot occupy space.
SESSION LEADER:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Amanda Tello
Wednesday, July 17
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Donations appreciated!
All are welcome.
Email: l.tello.amanda@gmail.com

WHITE AWAKE CAUCUS GROUP

This practice group provides a space specifically for white and white-adjacent people to do the work of
cultivating self-awareness. Whiteness keeps our spirits small. It prevents us from showing up lovingly in our
relationships, justly in community spaces, and equitably in professional life. Utilizing White Awake curriculum
that integrates historical, economic, and political analysis together with social, emotional and mindfulness
tools, we offer this six-part practice series. In each session, we seek to facilitate the healing work to re-connect
with parts of ourselves lost in the harmful process of learning to be “white.” We explore in this way with an
understanding that our own liberation is intimately bound to one another. We caucus to wake up from the
trance of whiteness. We come together in healing work, so that we can do our part to dismantle the oppressive
systems that surround us.
SESSION LEADERS:
DATE:
TIME:
COST:
PARTICIPANTS:
REGISTER:

Jo Pang and Sarah Murphy
1st Mondays
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
$120 for 6 sessions
Those who identify as white or with privileges associated with whiteness.
Eventbrite: White Awake Caucus Group
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GET IN TOUCH
Learn more about our events, healers, facilities and
how you can offer a program or service:

CALL 314.832.1669
EMAIL info@inpowerinstitute.com
InPower Institute
CONNECT
VISIT 4125 Humphrey St., St. Louis, MO 63116
www.InPowerInstitute.com

